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The attitude to nuclear energy development in any country is governed by its energy needs,
nuclear fuel and human resource access, and its political inclinations and affiliations. Some
countries with an already high level of electricity consumption based on fossil fuels or hydro
resources and existing nuclear plants (either in their own country or in a neighbouring country),
accompanied by a stable or even decreasing population, have not felt for some time the need for
new nuclear plants, though this trend appears to be reversing. On the other hand, many
developing countries including India consider the growth of nuclear power as essential and
inevitable to satisfy their future energy needs. Nuclear reactors and the accompanying fuel cycle
facilities constitute a complex technology ensemble, which cannot be handled on a stop-go basis.
Also, some large nuclear-developed countries can perhaps get along on a self-reliant basis, but
international cooperation is valuable for sharing of knowledge and resources. There is also the
political aspect. Genuine proliferation concerns must be addressed but coercive guidelines for
nuclear cooperation , which go beyond these concerns, are harmful for the preservation and
growth of nuclear knowledge.

There are nuclear reactor and fuel cycle technologies which have been around for some
time but they still need continuous upgradation, in terms of improved performance or increased
safety, and there are emerging advanced nuclear reactor designs, which require new technology
generation and transfer to industry. Both of them require continuous inputs from R&D
laboratories and these have to come from government-sponsored research because private sector
industry generally tends to shy away from R&D with long-range pay-offs. There is another
aspect. If nuclear industry is seen in a country to be stagnating - fortunately it is not happening in
Asia - attraction to youth in a research career in nuclear technology in that country dissipates and
so does consequently the base of nuclear knowledge in that country.

The preservation of our precious nuclear heritage and further development of new nuclear
technologies are so essential for sustainable development, particularly for developing countries,
that I consider them the responsibility of governments and international organizations like IAEA.
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